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TCAS Concept

In recent years the development of airborne collision avoidance systems has focused on concepts
that make use of the transponders carried for ground ATC purposes and henre do not impose the need
for special avionics on board the detected aircraft. Such systems have the advantage that they can
provide liaediate protection against collisions involving a significant and graving fraction of the
aircraft population.

One system based on this technique is the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS).
TCAS, like its predecessor ECAS (Beacon Collision Avoidance System [II), is designed to provide
protection against aircraft equipped witb both the current (ATCaBS) and future (Mode S) air traffic
control transponders.

TCAS encoepasses a range of capabilities including (a) TCAS I, a low-cost, * lited-performance
version, and (b> TCAS II, which Is intended to provide a comprehenaive level of separation assurance
in all current and predicted airspace environments through the end of this century.

TCAS II

Without reliance on ground equipment, TCAS II Is capable of providiag resolution advisories in
the vertical dimension (climb, descend) in alrspace densities up to 0.3 aircraft per square nautical
mile (or approximately 24 aircraft within 5 nautical miles of fth TCAS I1 aircraft). Traffic
advisories on nearby aircraft may also be provided. These include the clock position, or bearing,
of the intruding aircraft. The TWtS 11 uses the MDde S data link to transmit advisories to nearby
TCAS I aircraft. These crosslinked advisories provide the position of the TCAS II aircraft as seen
from the TCAS I aircraft. The Mode S air-to-air data link is also used to coordinate escape
maneuvers among TCAS It aircraft tnat are in conflict.

It is important to ensure that the secondary surveillance radar signals transmitted by TCAS II
avionics do not degrade the .tbility of groun-based ATC radars to sense traffic. TCAS II Includes
"Interference limiting elgorithbm that are designed to ensure that the ability of ground secondary
aurveillance radars to r"eive replies in response to Interrogations is not reduced by more than
2 percent as a result of TCAS It operation.
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A core capable systest, called enh~anced TOSS 11, uses More accurate intruder bearing data to
allow it to reduce unne.-cessary alams (by estimating the Lorizontal Miss distance) and tc; generate
horizontal resolution advisories (turn right, turn left,'.

llWlI
IEU

TOSS 1 121 has the ability to reci:*ve and display the traffic advisories crosalinked by
TOMS 11. It also haa the ability to sense the presence sod display traffic advisories on nearby 4

may have been elicited by ground st~ttion interrogations or by spontaaeous transmissions of Madearrf by deetn9hi rnpne rnmsin rpis t19 i. Terpisdtce
transponders (passive WCAS I) or any have resulted from low power interrogations free TOS I (active
TOSS 1 13]). Enhancements Gf TOSS I can take many forms. In particular, on-board direction-finding

anten~nas could be used to augment the range sand altitude information obtainad from transponderI

repies
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This report presents a functioal overview of the minimum TCA Ii system. It begins with &
description of the ATCflS and obe S systems that foar the besis for TCAS. This is fo-lowed by a
review of the functions performed by any collision avoidance system and then a definition of the way
in which these functions are implemented iu the vmainim TCAS IT.

Next, details of system operAtion are presented for each of the major sabayeteu along with
appropriate experimntal data to illustrate particular techniques. This section concludes with a
smarmy of TCAS II design parameters.

This is followed by examples of representative airborne performance m•asrements that describe
measured performance in an operational environment.

The report concludes with a stms of the key points.

-4-
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AIl RA~l CONTSa . MAPCmI OEM~h

The operation of the cntreat Air Traffic COatrol Wadr Dnwan System (lXA==) is Illustrated
schen4t1cally in the figure. ArCEU Uae a simple two-pule Interrogations traamnitted from a
rotattig antema. TV* types of imncrrogiom. s are used for civil trafsponders.: ode A which
elicits one of 4096 ldetity codes; and -A* C widch elicit* a similar l i--bt code eoacaini the
aircraft's barometric atitv4, reaerusced to standard atmospheric co•n•ti*".

Since all equipped aircraft In the antena minbeam respond to each A*CS interrogation,
replies from airraeft with nearly lenticeal ranges will oerla-p each other at the interrogator
receiver. This pbennenon Is called ay-chrown garble. It is controlled i the groand system by
using a narrw antenna beam end by restricting ea-h ensor to the abgoluta linmma ranse required
for air traffic control purpoeea.

At short ranges, the signal stre.Ptzb Ay be asfficient to interrogate transponders via leakae
throagh thse antenna aidelobes. Tc control this plhenomenn aircraft tn the antenna aidelohee aer
prevented from replying by a technique known as trazamit sidelobe suppression. The P2 pulse of the
interrogation Is treamitted an an cmi-directional antemna at a slightly higber pawer level then
the interrogat-r power produted by the oat-zns sidelobee. Tramspoders me designed to reply only
if the received ?l pulse is greater tha the received P2 poise. This coadition is mot satisfied In
tlA eidelobas of the antenna.

-6>-
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RADAR BEACON SYSTEM (ATCRBS)

ANTENNA

ALTIMETER

j TRANSPONDER
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The 4tD~e S beacon sy`Stes Ud) vat developed *t so aV~lgtioaStY isiProvent to, th4E JSCK SySyteM

to eanha air traffic control snrveillame reliability and to provide a grOuwx-Air--glo d digital

data tcianicatio'n capability. tEch aircraft Is assiared a unique address code which Permits data

link gasage to be transferred ton with snrillance iaterrotetiout and replies.

Like ATCRB$. Moet S will locate 4A aircraft In range an:d snleath, report its a'Lttxdt sand

Identity, and provide tb* Pesral eurnailiaflo service currently available. twovvet, because of Its

ability to selectively Interrogate oly those aircralt wdthin its ares of responsibility, NO&A S can

avoid the Lterferenc# which r•sults Wban replles are generated by all th traanpoadrs within the

beam. Uf %xis S acheduiss Its Interrogsation appropriately. reapflsa
t  fom aircraft Will not

overlap each other at the receiver.

The lied S sigual f ornate are ilIlustrated in the figure. YAYde S usa" the ame frequmnicit as

ATMUS for iuterrogatioie and replies (1030 and 1IM mt.e frespctivelyT). The Ruade S intartogatiou

cosists of a tva-puls premabla pixe a string of 6 or 112 data bits (including the 14-it adress)

trans-itted using binary differQnt ia phase shift keying (BPS!) at a 4 Mbpo rate. The preamble

pulses are 0.8 ircoattotd5 wide *and art spaced 2.0 microseconds apart. Au AItiS transponder that.

receives the interrogation interprets ttis pulse pair as an AT1•C sidelobe sspprtaieOQ, caasing it

to be s•ppretsed for the remainder of the maed S inxermaogtion* without Oah sepretasiol, the

following Mode $ date block would, with high probability, trigger flCRIS tra•sponders sad cau*e

Sputiocs replies.

The reply also comprises 56 or il2 bits Including address, arnd is transmitted at I lisps using

binary pulse-position uomdulatioc (?PM). The fonr-pnlat reply preamble is designed to be easily

dietiinguisbtd from an XKCRSK reply sequence. it can be reliably recognized and need as a source of

reply tiaing even in the presence of an overlapping ATCASW reply, while at the saea time achievint a

low rate of false alarms arising fre wl.tiple kTCRDS replies.

The Made S parity codiag achame is designed so that an error occrrin anywhetre in an

iaterrogation or a reply will modify tha decoded adress. If there is an error o tte uplin., the

transponder will not accept the uesoage end will naot reply, sincem the interTflgltiot does not appear

to be addrtessed to it. If there is an error M the doswoink, the Interrogator will recoinire that

an error haa occurred, since the reply doem not contain the eLpectted address. This error detection

feature along with the ability to reilerrfagte a pasticit•t aircraft if a rply is not correctly

received gives Maie S the required hib surveillance -ad coaaniiattions reliability.

-8T
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MODE S INTERROGATION AND REPLY WAVEFORMS

PREAMBLE DATA BLOCK

II P

SYNC PHASE REVERSAL DATA PHAS
REVERSAL POSITIONS

IINTERROGAIDON

PREAMBLE DATA BLOCK
P2I BITP11IT21BT 318ST41 I&TN-48ITNI

0. Ho5 REPLY
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The main function of an airborne collision avoidance system such as 7WA 11 is to locate all
nearby aircraft that could become collision threats.

In addition to surveillance, there is control logic to decide which way to maneuver, and there
is a display for advising the pilots of that decision. Mnother requirement of all GAS system* is a
means C. coordination, If the conflicting airzraft CIs also CAS equipped, it will almost surely
execute its own escape maneuver, then this happens, the two maneuvers must he coordinated.

-10-
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CAS FUNCTIONS"-
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SURVEILLANCE CONTROL o
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TIAD II alternates between Mode S and ATCOES surveillance modes. In its simplest for= the
WAS 11 surveillance data consist of range and altitude information plus a bearing estimate accurate
to a clock position. Threat detection and resolution logic provides pilot maneuver advisories in
the vertical diemteion. These include CLIMB, DESCEND, DON'T CLIMB, DON'T DESCED and LIMIT VERTICAL
RATE advisories.

The availability of the Mode S data link allows TOCA 1 to interact differently with the three
classes of detectable aircraft, depending on how the aircraft is equipped.

If the detected aircraft is TOAD II equipped, the Node S data link is used to prevent ties in
the selection of an escape maneuver, thereby ensuring that both aircraft maneuver in a complementary
way to give the greatest separation for a given threat warning time.

If the detected aircraft is equipped with a Mode S transponder, the noda S data link provides
knowledge of the speed capability of the detected aircraft and allows tha TOLS tI-equipped aircraft
to transmit a crosslink alert to indicate that the detecteu aircraft is in conflict with the TOAD 1I
aircraft. if the Node S aircraft is also equipped with TOAD I. TOD 11 can tranmit. a traffic
advisory the. provides the range, altitude, and bearing of TCAS 11 as seen by TOA 1. The purpose
of this croeslink traffic advisory is to enhance visual acquisition of the TCAD 1I aircraft by the
ITAS I pilot.

The operation of TOLS Il does not require ground equipmant. However, when in coverage of s
Mode S ground sensor, provision i mado for the Mode S transponder on board the TCAD II aircraft to
accept cosmande that control the sensitivity level of the collision avoidance logic and to downlink
displayed resolution advisories for possible coordination with ground ATO operations.

.12-
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TCAS 11 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

* ~~~TOAS 11 oTO~O'

~ CROSSLIN

MODE SITCAS I TOAS 11
FEATURES

~ > MODE S INTERROGATIONS
ATCRBS GARBLE-FREE DETECTION OF MODE S

MODE S DATA LINK
* COOPERATIVE THREAT RESOLUTION
*DATA EXCHANGE WITH ATC

ATORBS INTERROGATIONS
MODE S #PROTECTION AGAINST ATCROS

VERTICAL AVOIDANCE MANEUVERS
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TCAS II AVIONICS

The ICAS II avionics package has the capability of detecting nearby aircraft, evaluating their
threat potential, aad then resolving declared conflicts. Specific functions required to do this are
shown in the figure.

Dual Antenna Installation - The TCAS II unit and the Made S transponder both employ top- and
bottow-mounted antennas. The t.orsounted TCAS 11 antenna is
capable of directional transmission and reply bearing
measurement.

Mode S Transponder - This transponder supports ATC surveillance and coordination with
other TCA II aircraft and ground ATC.

ATCRBS Surveillance - Active transamisalon of speclal Mode C interrogations elicits
replies from AINS tr~aspondears and tracks then to develop range
and altitude rates.

Mode S Surveillance - Mode S aircraft are acquired passively through spontaneo•s
(squitter) transmissions emitted periodically by all Mode S
transponders. Potentially threatening aircraft are discretely
interrogated to develop a track in range and altitude.

Mode S Data Link - This link is used for tie prevention and the transmission of
crosslink traffic advisories. Other uses include transmisaion of
aircraft speed capability for use-in reducing the Interrogation
rate for distant (nou-threatening) aircraft.

Collision Avoidance - Surveillance end data link information developed as described
Algorithms above is evaluated by the collision avoidance algorithms to

daetermne the presence of potential collision threats. Declared
threats are resolved by means of altitude maneuver advisories
presented to the pilot on the TCAS II display. This process is
performed cooperatively between TCAS II aircraft.

Cockpit Display - A com>n display may be wu,ed for TCAS II and Node S data link
applications. Display may include target parameters sucb as
range, altitude, and bearing.

-14-
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MINIMUM TCAS !1 ELEMENTS

TCAS I1
ON BOARD

SENSITIVITY AVN
LEVEL.__

CONTRQLLTCAS ADVI-SORIES

0 AUTOMATICALLY ATCR•S
BASED ON FLIGHT SURVEILLANCE COLLISIO COCKPIT *ESCEND
REGIME AVOIDANCE * CLIMB

UALGQRTMS DISPLAY 0 DON'T DESCEND
* MANUALLY ODON'T CLIMB

*BY MODE S SURVEILLANCE o LIMIT VERTICAL
ON GROUND (A r-A -- C tordintion) RATE

(Air-Gmund Coordination)

MODE S
TRANSPONDER

ATC-1 19-6

* TOP-MOWJNTE0 TCAS if ANTENNA IS CAPABLE OF
DIR-•CTIONAL "RANSMIT AND BEARING MEASUREMENT
ON RECEIVE. ALL OTHER ANTENNAq ARE OMNI-DIRECTIONAL.
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in operation, TOAS 11 alternates between Made S discrete addressed sAnd special Mode C
interrogations to provide Intruder position updates to the collision avoidance algorithms. At Wn
moment, the TCAS 11 performs surveillance on aircraft Ina several conflict categories; trost siaple
detection of non-conflicting aircraft to full range/altitude tracking for potentially threatening
aircraft.

In the event of a detected threat, the sequence of events is conditioned by the type of
equipment on board the threat. A typical sequence of events for a TCA II/TCAS I encounter is
presented in the figure.

-16-
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EXAMPLE OF TCAS It-TCAS ENCOUNTER

CONFLICT

TCASI RESOLVED
DECLARED ,

TCASI A THREAT
RANGE

TCAS I ACQUISITION TCAS I

LsW I ksrTCAS ! TCASI I

DETECTED TRACKING
WITHIN BEGINS

COALTITUDE TOAB IIATC-i "- BAND MANEUVERS AND SENDS

CROSS LINK TRAFFC ADVISORY MESSAGE TO TCAS I

-17-
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When an ATCRBS interrogation is transmitted, all the transponders that detect it reply. Since
the reply is 21 microseconds long, all aircraft whose ranges are within about 3 miles of each other
generate replies that persistently and synchronously overlap each other back at the Interrogating
aircraft. If the transmission is c-adizectiornal and It aircraft are distributed roughly t.lorsly
in area, the nuaber of overlapping replies is proportional to the density of aircraft and the range.
Ten overlapping replies is typical in tarminal areas along the East cast. It is possible to
reliably decode only about 3 overlapping replies. So there is a clear need to reduce the miaber of
transponders tha&t reply to each interrogation.

-20-
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ATCRBS SYNCHRONOUS GARBLE

1 •TARGET OF

INTEREST

OTHERS. N = 20.6 RD

1 ______EXAMPLE

IF R = 10 nmi, D = 0.05 AIRCRAFT/nmin

wrc- •-. a THEN N = 11 AIRCRAFT

-21-
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I
The use of a itiracticeal interrogation is one tecbz&ique for redac-iug JX(IS synebreota" garble

iz the highest demsity nwl~ronraetsb. Th iirctinala interrogation only elicits replies from the
cross-hatched rogion cabin an the figare. This reduces the esie of tUt reply region so hence tbA
number of aircraft chat reply to sany interrogation.

.11
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TCAUS 1 DZTZCTIOM OF ATCRES-ROLYIPPtD AIRCRAF

A second technique for coatroiling ATCRBS synchronous garble is to prevent Mode S transponders
from replying to the TCAS ATCRBS interrogations. This is achieved by transmitting the Mode C-only
All-Call, a modified 1,de C Interrogation with an 0.8-microsecond wide P4 pulse following the P3
pulse by 2 microseconds. Mode S transpoaders are designed to ignore such interrogations. In this
way, as aircraft become Mode S-equipped, they are removed from the ATCRBS population and do not
coatribute to the ATCRBS synchronous garble enviroament.

-24-
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EXAMPLE OF ATCRBS DETECTION BY TCAS It

MODIFIED MODE C
INTERROGATION 1

TCAS It

Pi Pp,

MODE C --
REPLY " .

MODE S
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WHIfLPfR-SROUT TMCBIOO

The principal technique for controlling synchronous garble to through the use of variable power
levels for ATCS interrogations and suppressions [51.

Assume that there is a group of transponders at some range and that all of their sensitivities
are known. The power level of the first interrogation could then be selected so that exactly half
of the targets receive the signal above their receiver threshold and half don't detect the
interrogation at all. After the replies to this interrogation have been received at the TCAS unit,
a suppression is transmitted at the same power level as the previous interrogation to shut off all
of the transponders that replied to the previous interrogation. This suppression is immediately
followed by a full-power interrogation which elicits replies from the transponders that failed to
reply to the first interrogation. In this way the transponder population is divided into two parts.
In the minimum MS 11 design, this sequence is repeated with up to 24 separate power levels, and
the first pulse of the interrogation serves se the secund pulse of the suppression, as shown.

-26-
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WHISPER-SHOUT TECHNIQUE

SUPPRESSION

LIU INTERROGATION

0CL

B INTERROGATION

Lu

2

21 ~21

Ac-- ITIME (As) * !
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ImPOVE14KNT DUA MOWl~mS~

The figure shovs how whisper-shout improves the performance of TCAS in an actual synchronous
garble situation.

Recorded flight test data are presented showing &TCRBS replies for a aumber of targets over the
New York City area. One interrogation was transmitted at the beginning of each second. A range
counter was started and the time-of-arrival was recorded for each valid reply received up to
200 microseconds following the interrogation. A single dot is plotted at the arrival time for each
reply, calibrated as range. It is seen that these replies form distinct tracks.

The left-hand plot shows how the system works with a single full-power ititerrogatiot once each
second. The right-hand plot shows the performance when a 4-level whisper-shout sequence was
transmitted and the replies ware combined. This 4-step sequence was alternated with the single
full-power interrogations for a direct comparlson. There is a marked improvement during the time
interval at about 100 seconds into the experiment when there were 5 aircraft all within garble range
of each other. Whisper-shout also helps combat another major problem, which is multipath. The
reason why multipath is a problem is described on the following figure.

-28-
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IMPROVEMENTS DUE TO WHISPER-SHOUT

SINGLE INTERROGATION WHISPER-SHOUT

57-
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TRANSPOM AMRTWA PATMRNS

Air traffic control transponders use quarter-wave monopole antennas wounted on the bottom of
the s".rcraft. As In evident from these patterns, which were obtained from scaled-model
x .ac.. its, a stub antenna of this sort has a peak elevation gain at an angle of -20 to
-'0 degrees. This is ideal for ground-to-air surveillance. but the direct air-to-air surveillance
prth operates at a significant disadvantage rolative to the reflection path, particularly over
water.

-30
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TRANSPONDER ANTENNA PATTERNS

(Grumman Guifstream - Bottom)

I"

-- 15

DIRECT PATH

"•-- REFLECTION PATH -
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This figure shohs air-to-air wultipath data recorded over a Calm ocean with both aircraft at
about 10,000 feet.

The direct and reflected signal strengtbs are plotted as a functinn of time as the two aircraft
fflew diverging flight path*. The interrogator alternated its transmissions between top and bottom
antennas. The top graph shows the relative received signal strengths when the interrogator
transmitted from a top-mounted antenna and the bottom plot shows the signal strengths when the
bottom antenna was used. The transponder antenna is in the cnventional bottom location in both
cases.

With the bottorto-bottom link, there are ranges at which the reflected signal is consistently
stronger than the direct signal. As one might expect, this occurs when the grazing angle to the sa
is 20' to 300. But when the top antenna is used for interrogation, the energy is direct" upward
and the signal-to-wltipath ratio remains greater than 10 d• throughout. This indicates that TCAS
should use top antennas for interrogation. But even when the top antenna is used, the maltipath
will still be seen above the typical -74 dRm receiver threshold, and it will garble an ATCllS reply,
which consists of simple, unprotected PAM pulses. Thus, there is need for sua way of rejecting the
nmltipath. One way of achieving this rejectiou is through the use of dynamic thresholding.

-32-
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AIR-TO-AIR MULTIPATH MEASUREMENTS

-TOP-TO-BO'fOMý
-40
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Dynamic thresholding is used in the detection of A2033 replies as a asets of rejecting low
level mdltipath. Variable thresholds; have historically been avoided in AWCS.1 rp-ply processors,
because they tend to discrimnate against weak replies. However. when used in c~njttnrdtioý. with the
whisper-shout technique. this disadvantage of dynaic tkreshoý,iiag is largely owrame. Althoagh on
any given step of the whisper-shout sequence it is possible far a strong reply to raise the
threshold anid cause the rejection of a weaker overlapping reply, moat oiwrlappift replies received
in re&ponma to whisper-shout interrogations iet of eppro.iwstely equal emrlt(tudes sinc t"e
whisper-shout process sorts ates targets into groups by signet strength. Erparima-ta indicate that
very few replies are lost by the mechaaniz of threshold capt ire when dynamic threaboldlug Is used
along with whisper-shout. 7hua, these ctwo techniqtes provide a wery useful degree of ailtipath
resistance to the ACGU interrogation and reply links.

In addition to making it possible to use dynamic thres~hok,1ng o4 the reply link, whiipar-ahoan
simultaneously reduces the affect ofý 4-aterrogatiou-liuk maltipath by assuring that seen tranzpoadar
replies only to interrogations that an- received within a few dE of its minimum triggering level.
In most aittetions, this causea the mzltipath echo to be received below the rpintes triggerinag level
of the transponder.

-
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DYNAMIC THRESHOLDING OF ATCRB"' RLPLIES

REPLY PULSES MINIMUM
TRIGGERING

DYNAMIC MTL MULTi PATH LEVEL
F / F2  (MTL)

ATC- 1:9- i 20.3 in-AS--e
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thbe figure gives an essaple of the survafl lauce Improvement provided byr dyamidc tbreaholdimg.
This is a plot of the sear type of reply in!formation present earlier, with replies received on oL
bottom sntenna in response to interrogations transmitted at 1-second Intervals. Howvevr. in this
plot, a doer is plotreed alofg the ordinate for each pulse recetved, rather than for etch reply.

The pulse codo- structrare for the reply teethe Labelled A sand I can bue seen In the figure:

isc At a target that hAs passed the test aircraft and Is ao diverging.
Itransponder has no encoding altimeter, so It replies to the Interrogation*

with bracket pulases coly.

Tracek R is a target that passe clos by the test aircraft. Its reply is seen
to contain 116de C data as iadictatd by the pretence of data pulses; between the
bracket pulses.

The extra pulses in the left-band plot are largely due to ailtipath.

Oni alternate seconds, a variable thresholh wass applied that was sat to a level 9 CE below tua
first received pulse en~d held there for the duration of so ASCUB reply. The results arm shown in
the right-band plot. It is apparent that daring the first pert of the encounter with target B, the
uoalttpnch asu consistently more than 9 da below the amplitude of the first pulse- because it newer
exceeded the dycrmic threshold level. When the threshold wase restored after *ach reply, the
naltipath instantly ra--eppeared.
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IMPROVEMENTS DUE TO DYNAMIC THRESHOLDING

FIXED THRESHOLD DYNAMIC THRESHOLD
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MS 1I TRACKI OF AT4BAS-EQnnPPLD A ICRAWT

The first step in ATCRBS tracking is to correlate the replies received from the multiple
whisper-shout interrogations via each betm of the top antenna, as well as from the oenidirectional
bottom antenna. The replies are compared in range and altitude and duplicate replies are merged so
that only one report per scan is produced for each ATCRSS aircraft under surveillancs.

Reports are correlated in range and altitude with the predicted position of existing tracks.
Reports that successfully correlate are used to extend the position of the corresponding track.
Reports that fail to correlate with old tracks are compared to previously uncorrelated reports to
start new tracks. Before a new track can be started, the replies that lead to its initiation must
agree In all of the mast significant altitude bits. A geometric calculation is performed to
identify and suppress specular false targets caused by reflection from the terrain. New and
extended tracks are then murged and checked to see if they qualify for dissemination (as established
tracks) to the collision avoidance algorithms.

Tracks become established by meeting a minimum track life requiremient. The purpose of this
test is to filter spurious tracks caused by garble and umltipath that are generally characterized by
short track life. The techniques employed for ATCRBS tracking have permitted the use of a track
life requirement of 5 seconds rather than the 30 seconds needed for the tracker used in earlier
experimental ATCRBS BCAS equipment.

This reduction in track life required for establishing a track is most significant in that it
allows a corresponding reduction in required transmitter powek. Using a 5-second establishment
time, it is calculated that, in the absence of interference, a TCAS II unit with transmitter power
and receiver sensitivity specifications identical to those of an air carrier transponder will be
able to detect all threatening WCRIS-equipped aircraft closing at up to 1200 kt with at least 95%
probability of success 16].
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ATCRBS SURVEILLANCE PROCESSING
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TRCKING ALTITUDE-UNKNOMN AMMCAPT

When generating traffic advisories, it is important to account for ATCRBS transponders that are
not equipped with encoding altimeters. TCAS 1I can generate traffic advisories on such intruders.

When LTCRES aircraft with altitude-reporting capability are tracked, the altitude code Is used
for reply correlation. When there is no altitude code, TCAS II must raly solely on range. For
nearby targets, the accuracy of a range-only tracker can he improved if the tracker design takes
advantage of the fact that moot encounters are aco-accelerating. For such encounters, the square of
the target slant range is a quadratic function of time with a well-behaved first derivative, whereas
linear range rate exhibits strong apparent accelerations. Thus the WAS 1I track. all short-range
altitude-unknown aircraft in 2 vth a parabolic least-squares tracker.
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TRACKING ALTITUDE-UNKNOWN TARGETS

Unavailability of altitude code reduces reply correlation accuracy.

For non-accelerating encounters, square of range Is quadratic in time.

t -0 when r =dX =Vt. ...

INTRUDER ,O) Vt

(MOVING AT SPEED OV) r

r 2 = V2 t 2 +d2 r

A COORDINATE SYSTEM CENTERED

AT TCAS AIRCRAFT

TCAS AIRCRAFT

Parabolic, least-squares tracking of r 2 improves predictions
at closest approach and allows reliable tracking when altitude

S ATC-,,-• correlation is unavailable.
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TCAS 11 AIsquISITION OF LxD S~mi'PYJ AX1CRAF

The Node S surveillance subsystem uses a psasive tecanique to determine the addresses of
Mode S-equipped aircraft. Passive address acquisition prevents unnecessary interference with other
elements of the beacon system (71. TWAS II listens to the spontaneous replies (termed squirters)
generated by all Mode S transponders once per second. The Mode S address in the &quitter reply is
protected by error coding to ensure a low probability of obtaining a false address. Since the
squitter reply does not contain altitude information, the TCAS 11 attempts to obtain altitude from
Mode S replies generated in response to ground interrogations or Interrogations from other TCAS
aircraft. If altitude is not received shortly after address detection, the Mode S aircraft is
actively interrogated to obtain altitude.
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EXAMPLE OF MODE S ACQUISITION BY TCAS !1

TCAS 1 EQUIPPED

ACQUISITION.
(IF REQUIRED)I NTERROGATIO N

SQU ITTER

MODES EQUIPPED
UNACQUIRED

ATC- 119-19
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After TWAS II has acquired the altitude of a detected Mode S aircraft, It compares the altitude
of this aircraft to its awn altitude to determine whether the target can be ignored or must be
interrogated to determine its range (if not already known). If t1m measured range and the reported
speed capability indicate that it Is (or could sona hr a collision threat, the target is regu1lrly
interrogated by a 'roll call" and the resulting track f•ats ore fad to the collision avoidance logic.
An aircraft at longer range is interrogated only as cteL; s itecessary to assure that it will be
tracked before it becomes a collision threat. Until this occur., Its address is declared "dormant"
and interrogations to that address are temporarily suspended.

The use of passive detection in combination with altitude filtering and dormant addresses
minimizes the nmber of Node S transmissions required by the TCOS II system. Provision is also
included to sutomatically limit the Node S interrogation rate when the local denslty of Node S
transponders and TOSS 1I aircraft becomes very high.
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ITCA &QI tL CALSUZLLIANC OF )IM L-EOUIPPED AIKERAPT

Mr-to-air sitrveillauce of Hnds 3 targets is inherently easier than tracking ATtIBS targets.
Sinr(e ech tranosimide% bha a well protected and unique address, the probability of e•st•bishing
fuelse t- ik o -negligible. The Mode S modulation formats were chosen to be resistant tiŽ
interference. Sinee it weaetecognized that the Made S ground system would operate in a heAvy ATCRB3
environmen. for a aasber of years. The only real challenge to the Mode S air-t&o-ir link arises
from ,rcw4-bou Mace wtipath.

The Ade S interrogation is protected egaint amltipath both by the Inherent interference
restatce of the binar7 phase modulation process and by the echo rejection circuitry in the
transpouder (whicb protects the Mode S interrogation preamble). The Mode $ reply waveforn is also
protected against Mltipa•th. A dynamic thresholding scheme similar to the one previously described
for ATOUS is also nsed in the Made S reply processor in TCU n1 to protect the reply preamble.
Like the inne"rcgatlon data block, the reply data block is also naturally resistant to ailtipath
ELnce tbe pulse position demr4ulation process uses a differential amplitude comparison tekchiqne.

Thus, Nude S link fallures occur only when the multipabh s#gnal strength is alset equal to or
gre-aer then the direct signal strength. This occurs relatively rarely, especially when the TCAS II
utait cransatts aud receives thruagh i.s top-moanted antena. By using dual antennas and a
reint•rrogarion capability in the TCAS 11 u.nit, and by uving dual antenmas on the Wade S aircraft,
it is found that near perfect tracking of wade S threats is achieved. If the Monde S intruder is
equipped with only a bottow-motnted antenna, surveillance perforaan,.e is somewhat degraded.
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EXAMPLE OF MODE S ROLL-CALL TRACKING

TCAS I! EQU I PPED

INTERROGATION ROLL-CALL
iINTERROGATION

ROLL-CALL'REPLY

MODE S EQUIPPED
MODE S EQUiPPED

ATE-113 -21
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COLLISION AVwI G ALCtrIl

TCAS T- perform its aircraft separation assurance fuantion by -asplaying to the pilot traffic
advisories for potentlal collision threa-e, and resolution advis-.viez to designate maneuvers
required to achieve safe separation. The TCAS I collision avoidance algorithms use the tracks
fcrued by the 7W 11 surveillance function to make this determtnatrion. The princil functions of
the TCAS UI collision avoidare. algorithm are threat detection, resolution, and comunication and
coordination [81.

All airborne, alcitude--repe -tig .;:craft that are tracked by TCAS 11 aee considered intruders.
TCAS II evaluates eact intruder through a prescribed sequence of tests to declare the intruder a
threat or a non-threat. The cbaracteristics of an intruder that are examined to determine if it is
a threat are its altitude, altitude rate, range, and range rats.

WAS 1I generates resolution advisorles for all ±ntruders drclnred threats. Each threat is
processed Individually for selection of the appropriate resolution advisory based on trsr data and
coordination with other WCAS II equipped aircraft,

TCAS II airborne units communicate with other TCAS 11 aircraft. Coordination cosmuications
involve the air-to-air trananission of maneuver selections to assure the display of compatible
resolution advisories.

Advisories generated by TCAS 1I are displayed to the pilot on suitable cockpit displays. The
adwisories are removed when an intruder bacomea a nan-threat.

T--e algoriiohu are being developed by the MITRE Corporation.
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TCAS 11 COLLISION AVOIDANCE ALGORITHMS

RESOLUTION

S~~THREAT "

TRACKS FROM DETECTION
SUJRVEILLANCE L OTHER

COORDINATION AIRCRAFTL- AND
COMMUNICATION COCKPIT

ATI-'1 -22 -DISPLAY
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The purpose of the angle-cof-a~rrival system used in thea minimas TCLS 11 ia to naa'are the
direction of mearby aircraft with sufficient accuraty to aid the pilot in- visually &&qairing th
aircraft" The angler-of-arrival. system doe" nut necessarily produace a directional beam with antenna
gain in the horizontal plane; the receiving an:-*=& patterns nay be oswidire~ctional.
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TCAS ANGLE OF ARRIVAL

tOAS Aircraft
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ITvrIýn~-LTAraTI ALP~a

"A set of three inequalitias has been devised to assure that no transponder is turned off by
TAS Ii activity for more than 2 percent of the time and for assuring that TCAS I does not
contribute to an unacceptably high fruit rate. It is uecessary for each TWAS 11 unit to account for
other TCAS I1 aircraft in its vicinity when lititing its own transmissions. As the number of
TAS 11 aircraft increases, the interrogation allocation for each of them must decrease. 7hus,
every TOAS II unit muet monitor the number of other TMAS 1I units (NT) within detection range. This
information Is then used along vith the knowledge of owz Interrogation rates and power. (FP) and own
mutual suppression rates (SX) to determine the mwxmum allowable power end -eism sensitivity for
ATCRES ax.1 Mode S interrogations within the next surveillance update interval.

The presence of a TCAS II aircraft is announced by th periodic trans•isstons of a OAd
irterrogation contaiuing a message that gives the Mode S aid a of the TCAS 11 aircraft. This
transmission is sent jvery 10 neconds using P. Mode S 'broad-- format. Mode S transponders are
designed to accept message data from a broadcast interrogati ithout replying. The announcement
messages received by the TOAS Ii's Mode S transponder are z. toted by the interference limiting
algorithms to develop an estimate of the number of TCAd aircraft JO').
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S~INTERFERENCE LIMITING ALGORITHM

%• TRANSMITE J<. SURVEILLANCE

RECEIVER

TRANSPONDER POWER

NT AND SENSITIVITI
E .P CONTROL

S• INTERFRENCE/J
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MLM&J 8CA 11 DESIGN $IMMIY

The minim•u TCAS II design is summarized In this table. TOAS II employs a 4-beam directional
ante&na located on top of the aircraft. Transmit sidelobe suppression is used to control the
effective interrogation beawidth. The augle-of-arrival of the detected aircraft is determined by
means of a monopulse bearing estimation technique. The bear•nS estimate is used to reject replies
received from directions other than the current pointing direction of the artenna. The role of the
bottom antenna is limited in the TCAS 11 design to minimise multipath-generated false targets. A
high-resolution whisper-shout sequence is used. Although a total of 83 interrogations are
tran••itted each second, the interference limits axe satisfied by transmitting sost of these
interrogations at very low power. The peak power in the aide beams is 4 dS below the peak power
transmitted in the forward direction. The peak power aft is 9 dB below the forward power.

Mode S surveillance is accomplished by listening to squitters alternately on the top end bottom
antennas. The design splits the listening tinme equally between these two anteunam.

-54-
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MINIMUM TCAS II DESIGN

TOP ANTENNA_ 4 Beams, 900, Transmit SLS,

AOA on reception

BOTTOM ANTENNA Omni monopole

WHISPER'-SHOUT Top-Forward 24 Levels
Top-Right 20 Levels

Top-Left 20 Levels

Top-Aft 15 Levels

Bottom 4 Levels

COVERAGE IN AZIMUTH Side beams -4 dB, Aft beam -9 dB

SQUITTER RECEPTION 1 Receiver time shared between top
& bottom antennas

ac-1 1-2s
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T..E _C&S UPEfIME . UNIT (..U)

A principal tool for validating the design of the TC&S II surveillance functions has been the
Lincoln Laboratory TCAS Experimental Unit (Tsp). a real-time implementation of a complete
omundirectional TCAS airborne unit.

The TEU uses a minicomputer for all of its software functions. ThUs machine contains 32X of
core and has a 1-microsecond cycle time. The Mode S transponder is physically independent of the
TEU and uses a separate pair of antennas. A single 1090-M6z receiver is used by the TEM for the
detection of transponder replies. TOAS Made $ interrogations are transmitted from the antenna that
successfully communicated with the target on the last scan, and the sae antenna is used for
receiving the reply. The modulation control unit formats both ATCRES and Mode S interrogations.
The ATCRBSlMode S reply detector Includes video pulse processing and reply decodlig circuits for
both types of replies. False Mode S preambles are rejected by the Made S reply decoder which
decodes the Mode S PFM format end the Mode S parity code. The AXCRES reply decoder searches the
received pulse train for framing pulse pairs and decides which altitude code pulses are present in
each reply. It also determines the target range, flags those code pulses that are potentially
garbled, and rejects all phantoms (bracket pairs that could be code pulses belonging to other
replies). All further reply processing and tracking is performed in software.
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The TERU surveillace characteristics ame sumiaied in the following table:

Peak frenasit Power (at K? Port): 5W0 U
Raeciver Sensitivity (at I? Port): -77 dBa (16 dB SIN)
Maxima Pa"ge; 14 nautical miles*
Track Capacity: 50 targts, total ATCRB and/or Mode S
Antcnnas: ADA top, omi bottom
Maxis Torget Cileing Speeds

Range: 1200 kt
Altitude: 12,0W0 ft/stin

WLRceirer range get sttfng; TO is capable of 20-nat serviceable rauge.

A photograph of the T1l is sbown in the figure. From left to right are sboe n the c u•ter, the
preoicsor, the modified instantaneous vertical speed indicator which is used for display of
resolution advisories, and the NP front end.
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Tie performance of the ATclls surweailac node hms, be"n tested against the colUiSIon geone1try
that occurred in the 1978 Aid-aIr collison In San Dieo, Calitforda, between a Doe99 M and a
Casan 172. The results presented in the fig=* Am a actual r -nga-rer.s-tie PIGt generated by
the TRU for am encounter staged with the nsa aIrcraft types that weee Involved in te real
collision. The aurvillance data for the Cuasna 172 aircraft (equipped with a conrenclnnl ATClS
transponder with btes-only antenna) eboa perfect tracking performance throuout the e uer.

The other tracks in the figure rpresent chanea ta•rgets in the area at the tim the test was
conducted. The abort false tracks exhibLtod ae typical of saurillace Pneformace at the Low
ailttude of the encounter. These sltipathJ-indaCed tracks always occur at g-eater rage than th
real target track &d rarely lead to false alarms.
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SAN DIEGO COLLISION GEOMETRY EXAMPLE
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In addtion to staged enconutsra* flights hare been conducted to collect ATM=E surteillaatae
date an chance tairgets equipped with AflRS tras~ssotders. A= eamplte *f the results of thise type of
teat in shown in the tigaer and represents thu peort oreec of WI*A i head-on high-speed enoocutera.
Uncownter cooditions and surveillance pertcrmaine fer the plots labelled & end B were as follows.

TCAS OTEuI CLOSWS CLDUBTr ACQMISIUON

annrz P0MG? CQjITIOU

I 30.M0 32,700 %00.4 .336

-t em"nd prior to point Of closest approach.
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CHANCE HIGH SPEED ENCOUNTER EXAMPLES
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This is a plot of the track history for Am aircraft florw on an intentional near-wis
a~counter. The plot Lincudes both airborne track data and grciwd-derived data transformed to a
commn co•rdliate systa. Theae plot. use approximately the &ami format a displayed i. the cockpit
of the flight test aireraft. for compariso, t1h aircraft display symbol (tritagle) neA on the
cockpit display in the test aircraft is drawn to scale at the end of the track plot. It Is evident
after averaging and smoothing, that the tracked data includes both random end -awrftan error
coeponants with the largest apparent error being an angle bias.
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PLAN-POSITION DISPLAY FOR ENCOUNTER
WITH ATCRBS AIRCRAFT

-True Position As Measured
From Ground

Positiorn Is Determined From "
Tracked Bearirng Output--

Own Aircraft

2-NMI Range Ring
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ODE S SWRUEI .M,. PEO M

Flight tests of controlled encounters were conducted using the TRU to verify Made £aurveillance performance in operationally interesting geonatries. Tests were conducted with the
TCAS equipment aounted in several different aircraft, including a Boeing 727. Test scenarios were
sauclly flown at low altitude over land and water to achieve the worst-cease multipath environment.
The figure shove an example of Mode S surveillance using the 727 as the TCAS aircraft and a
Beechcraft Bonanza as the conflicting aircraft. The dote are plotted at 1-second intervals and
indicate a successful track update each scan. The range end relative altitude are plotted as seen
from the TCAS aircraft. As the aircraft converge. tie proceeds from right to left. The levelaltitude track was begun at a range of more than 11 milae. The target was kept dormant until it wee
7 miles away. The symbol 25 indicates the location of the target 25 sectods before closest
approach. In all three encounters the tracks were established well in advance of this time. The
results are typical of the performance seen in all of the encounters run to date, i.e., near perfect
performance against an aircraft equipped with a Mode S diversity transponder. The bottom-most
trajectory represents a reenactment of the geometry of the collision rhat occurred at San Diego in
1978. The closing speed for this aucounter is sufficiently slov so that the dots merge into a solid
line.
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MODE S PERFORMANCE EXAMPLE-(WITH DIVERSITY)
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PLAN-POSITION DISPLA.Y lOR ENCO4NM .naTM S AIRCRAFT

This plot shws the sams encounter as that of the plan-position display figure for ATC3US
except that the intruder aircraft was tracked with Mode S interrogations. There in less randoiness
in this plot as would be axpectMd for Mode 6 replies, but the non-random error component is
consistent with the previous figure.
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PLAN-POSITION DISPLAY FOR ENCOUNTER
WITH MODE S, AIRCRAFT

Display Symbol Size

True Position As Measured
From Ground

Position PDtermined From Own Aircraft
Tracked Bearing Output

2-NMI Range Ring
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An airborne collision avoidance unit most detect other aircraft, evaluate collision hazards,I

determine the proper pilot maneuver, and coordinate with other equipment. Techniques have been
described f or accomplishing all of these tasks with high reliability for a significant. fraction of
the aircraft population without requiring special equipment other than standard air traffic control3
transponders and encoding altimeters on-board the detected aircraft. Although this report hes
focused on the surveillance task primarily, there has also been significant development activity
addressing the renaining tasks 19-1ll. Three WCAS Experimental Units have been delivered to the FAAL
for further evaluation. Preliminary results of these evaluations have been published 1 12, 131.
These Teas Experimantal units have also been ueed in an extensive series of TCAS operational
evaluation flight. using subject pilots in planned encounters to determine the effectiveness of
traffic advisories as part of the TC&S operational sysems.

The design of the TCAS Experimental Units has been duplicated, with certain modifications, by
the Dalso Victor Carp, and repackaged as a pre-production prototype. Two of these commercial units
were delivered to the MA for flight testing and evaluation end subsequently installed f or testing
on Piedmont Airlines 727 aircraft operating commrcially aloang their normal route structure, which
includes mast najor terminal areas with the exception of California. These were blind tests in
which the display data was nor visible to the pilot, bext most of the encounters were recorded for
subsequent analysis. The results show good detection performance end acceptable alarm rates 1141.
Recently, one of the Delmo'-Victor units was upgraded to full TCAS 11 status by the addition of a
directional. interrogation capability. This unit was flown f or several days in the highest-density
regions of the Los Angeles Resin airspace along with a TEU that was equipped with a full TOAS It
whi~sper-shout sequence, but which did not include a directional inter-rogation capability. Both of
thitse equipments demonstrated the capability of WCAS to provide reliable surveillance in densities
as high as 0.2 flCRSS aircraft prni. Prom their performance in those tests it is possible to
predict that TCAS will also provide satisfactory surveillance on a population of 170338 and Madee S
equipped aircraft in the 0.3 aircraftlnmi density anticipated in Los Angeles by the year 2000.

ma
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